Subject: JetStream - the National Weather Service Online Weather School

URL Change: Effective June 7, 2023

Effective June 7, 2023, weather.gov/jetstream and all sub-pages have been redirected to noaa.gov/jetstream, the newly redesigned version of JetStream - the National Weather Service Online Weather School.

The move to the noaa.gov platform allows for greater flexibility in presentation, including but not limited to, a mobile-friendly site, and revamped navigation.

The URLs that are affected are https://weather.gov/jetstream and all sub-pages.

For example, https://weather.gov/jetstream now redirects to: https://noaa.gov/jetstream

and


As such, all bookmarks and links to specific pages at weather.gov/jetstream will need to be changed to their corresponding pages on noaa.gov/jetstream, which can be found in the navigation menu there.

For example, https://www.weather.gov/jetstream/lightning_intro will need to be changed to https://www.noaa.gov/jetstream/lightning.

For questions on this change, contact:

Corey Pieper
NWS Digital COMMS Strategy Lead
E-mail: corey.pieper@noaa.gov

National Service Change Notices are online at: https://www.weather.gov/notification/